Effect of Equal Channel Angular Pressing and Annealing Treatment on the Evolution of Microstructure in AlMg0.7Si Aluminum Alloy
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Abstract: Samples of AlMg0.7Si aluminum alloy were deformed up to three passes using equal channel angular pressing (ECAP). Formation of a sub-micron structure after three passes of ECAP was demonstrated. Microstructural stability of the samples was investigated at temperatures 300-500 °C. At 300 °C, fine recrystallized structure was formed after 10 min which was remained stable when the annealing was proceeded up to 18 h. However, at 350 °C and higher, the microstructure was quite unstable. Even by 10 s annealing, the samples exhibited recrystallized structure which turned to abnormal grain growth when temperature enhanced to 500 °C and time up to 300 sec.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Equal channel angular pressing (ECAP) is a unique technique to severely deform metals and alloys towards obtaining an ultrafine grain (UFG) structure [1]. During the ECAP processing of an alloy, significant grain refinement occurs together with, significant strain hardening which results in remarkable enhancement of strength. Most of the existing reports on the strengthening of metals and alloys with severe plastic deformation (SPD) are focused on room temperature properties of these products [2–4]. However, it is important to have the knowledge on the stability of microstructure when these products are supposed to service at temperatures higher than room temperature. In fact, due to the extremely high level of deformation, the UFG products are involved with a high stored energy which can cause significant microstructural instability, as it has been reported in many metals and alloys [5–9]. Therefore, knowledge on microstructural stability of UFG materials leading to determination of their service temperature is quite important. There are a few reports in the open literature which discuss the stability of microstructure in UFG materials [5,10] and in specific for aluminum alloys [11–13]. However, the required information on AlMg0.7Si aluminum alloy is limited. This may be due to the limited application of these alloys at high temperature or the wide industrial application of this alloy which causes any related information as classified.

In addition to the above-mentioned applications for studying the microstructural stability in UFG materials, it should be noted that alloys with fine and recrystallized grain structures may be produced using a combination of severe plastic deformation and annealing. Such microstructures in metals and alloys may be interesting due to two important applications, i.e., improvement of ductility of UFG materials and superplastic applications. In fact, during SPD processing, elongation as an essential property of alloys in most structural applications is tremendously reduced [2] which may limit the use of UFG products in some critical applications. However, limited ductility of UFG materials does not necessarily mean that these materials with their unique mechanical properties are not interesting. Indeed, a unique application of SPD processing may be production of stress relieved fine grain materials which can provide high elongation while keeping relatively high strength.

Stress relieved and equiaxed grain structures are as well convenient for superplastic applications if
they provide reasonable stability of microstructure [14–17]. Metals with fine and stable grain structure can show considerable superplastic deformation [14–17]. ECAP has been extensively used for preparation of metals with fine grain structure for superplastic deformation [15, 18–22]. Therefore, it is important to understand the effect of severe plastic deformation and consequent annealing on the grain structure of an alloy and indicate how the stability of the produced microstructure may change during high temperature deformation, e.g., superplastic deformation. To the knowledge of the authors, there is a lack of such information in the open literature. According to what was explained above, the aim of this study is to understand the annealing behavior of a AlMg0.7Si aluminum alloy after SPD processing.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

AlMg0.7Si aluminium alloy rods were received in the form of billets having a diameter of 100 mm. Chemical composition of the billet material is shown in Table 1. The bars were machined to make cylindrical samples with a length of 120 mm and a diameter of 20 mm. The samples were annealed at 550 °C for 30 min to remove the effects of the stresses induced during the previous cycles of production.

ECAP was performed using a die consisting of two round channels of 20 mm diameter and equal in cross section intersecting at an angle of 90° and an outer curved corner of 22.5°. By using this set up, an accumulative strain of one would be imposed to the alloy in each pass of deformation. The samples were ECAPed at room temperature and a ram speed of 10 mm/s for up to three passes using rout A of deformation. 20 mm from each side of the ECAPed samples were cut in order to avoid the end effects on the microstructures and the rests was cut in even pieces of 10 mm in length. Microstructural investigation of all the samples was performed in longitudinal cross section.

The samples were annealed in a salt bath at 300, 350, 420 and 500 °C. Since the aim of this study was to investigate the stability of the deformed microstructures, annealing was performed on samples with the maximum deformation, i.e., three passes. The grain structure was studied by a polarized light optical microscope. The samples were examined using a JEOL 6500 FEG-SEM.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Initial Microstructure

Initial microstructure of the AlMg0.7Si sample prior to ECAP is shown in Fig. 1. A fully recrystallized, coarse and equi-axed grain structure can be seen in this figure. Acquiring such microstructure is an outcome of applying long annealing at high temperature, i.e., 30 min at 550 °C, which has resulted in full recrystallization of the sample. The distribution of second phase particles has been shown in Fig. 1 (b) and (c). In Fig. 1 (b), a relatively high fraction of second phase particles which are homogeneously distributed is observed which is routine for 6xxx series aluminum alloys. In Fig. 1 (c), one can see that the particles are relatively coarse, within a size range around 1 to 5 μm.

3.2. As-Deformed Microstructures

Microstructures of the samples after 1, 2 and 3 passes of ECAP are shown in Fig. 2. After one pass ECAP (Fig. 2(b)), the grains are elongated and a few shear bands are observed. By increasing the number of ECAP passes to 2, yet the initial grains are detectable. Formation of a

| Table 1. Chemical composition of the alloy used in this study. |
|----------------|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Element | Al | Si | Fe | Cu | Mn | Mg | Zn | Cr |
| Wt.%     | Base | 0.3 | 0.3 | 0.1 | 0.1 | 0.6 | 0.1 | 0.1 |
large number of shear bands at an angle of 45° with the elongation direction of grains is observed. Since the initial grains are yet detectable, formation of a submicron grain structure by grain fragmentation mechanism is not likely to be occurred at this stage. After 3 passes of ECAP, the initial grains are hardly detectable. This indicates that the initial grains are extra-thinned which may indicate the occurrence of dynamic recrystallization (DRX) and formation of UFG structure by grain fragmentation.

The effect of up to 3 passes of ECAP deformation on the evolution of second phase...
particles has been shown in Fig. 3. It is hardly possible to indicate any effect of ECAP deformation on the volume fraction, sizes or distribution of second phase particles. The size and distribution of these particles are extremely important since they can affect the recrystallization response and thereby, the microstructural stability of the alloy. In fact, if the size of the particles is larger than 1 μm, they can act as recrystallization nucleation cites by particle stimulated nucleation (PSN) mechanism [23]. However, if the particles are finer than 100 nm, they may act as recrystallization inhibitors by Zener pinning effect [23].

Obviously optical microscopy does not provide enough resolution to detect the substructure with average sizes around or less than 1 μm. In order to demonstrate the formation of the substructure around or smaller than 1 μm, backscattered FEG-SEM images of the sample deformed for three passes are shown in Fig. 4. It is clear that a sub-micron cellular structure is formed. This substructure is probably formed by geometrical dynamic recrystallization (GDRX) mechanism [23]. GDRX occurs as a result of extra-thinning of parent grains to the order of subgrain sizes leading to formation of new grains [23]. In fact, if a metal or alloy is subjected to a large deformation, steep reduction in the thickness of the grains occurs. Due to continuity of the material and the presence of particles, the grain boundaries become serrated. By extra-

![Fig. 3. Low and high magnification SEM images showing the distribution of second phase particles after (a) and (b) one, (c) and (d) two, (e) and (f) three passes ECAP.](image-url)
thinning of grains with serrated boundaries, interpenetration of grain boundaries occurs, resulting in a microstructure composed of small equiaxed grains.

3.3. Effect of Annealing Treatment on Microstructure

Microstructural evolution of the samples annealed at 300, 350, 420 and 500 °C for 10 s are shown in Fig. 5. As explained in the section Materials and Methods, only the samples deformed for three passes which result in submicron structure are annealed and discussed from this point further. It is clear in the figure that by increasing temperature, the structure is promoted towards recrystallization. At 300 °C, the sample hardly indicates recrystallized grains. At 350 °C, partial recrystallization has occurred at 350 °C evidenced by a few equiaxed fine grains inside the elongated grain structure. At higher temperatures, i.e., 420 and 500 °C, both samples are fully recrystallized. However, it can be seen that the microstructure shown in Fig. 5 (d), attributed to annealing at 500 °C, is coarser than that shown in Fig. 5 (c) which is annealed at 420 °C.

It is obvious that such short time annealing, i.e., 10 s, would not provide enough useful information on the stability of the structure. Therefore, annealing is performed for longer periods of time at different temperatures. Microstructural evolution of the samples annealed at 300 °C is presented in Fig. 6. It is clear from Fig. 6 (a) that recrystallization may hardly occur after 30 s. However, after 120 s, few equiaxed and fine grains are formed which turn the structure to a partially recrystallized one. With further annealing to 300 s, the fraction of

Fig. 5. Microstructure of the 3 pass deformed samples after annealing for 10 s at (a) 300 (b) 350, (c) 420 and (d) 500 °C.
Fig. 6. Microstructural evolution of the 3 pass deformed samples during annealing at 300 °C for (a) 30 (b) 120, (c) 300, (e) 600 s, (f) 1 and (d) 18 h.

recrystallized grains is increased. When the annealing time is increased to 10 min, a fully recrystallized microstructure is observed. The most interesting point is that the microstructure is quite stable at this temperature evidenced by the fact that no recognizable grain growth has occurred after 1 and up to 18 h annealing.

Microstructures of the samples annealed at 350 and 420 °C for 30 s and 18 h are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that both samples are fully recrystallized after 30 s and do not undergo further change with increasing annealing time to 18 h. This indicates that after the samples are fully recrystallized, they do not undergo further microstructural evolution, i.e., normal or abnormal grain growth, with increasing annealing time. This is in general in line with what was found for annealing at 300 °C. However, one can indicate the effect of increasing annealing temperature as reducing the time to achieve fully recrystallized grain structures. In addition, the microstructure is relatively coarser when the sample is annealed at higher temperature.

Effect of annealing at 500 °C on the evolution of microstructure is shown in Fig. 8. At 500 °C, no significant difference between the samples annealed for 10 s, shown in Fig. 5 (d), is observed with that annealed for 30 sec, shown in Fig. 8 (a). In fact, both microstructures are fully recrystallized with relatively fine microstructures. In addition, no sign of abnormal grain growth is observed when the annealing time is short, i.e., up to 120 s. However, when
Annealing is continued for longer than 120 s, the microstructure becomes highly unstable and abnormal grain growth may occur. In order to detect the onset of abnormal grain growth, the whole 10 by 20 mm\(^2\) area of the samples is investigated using optical microscopy. It was guaranteed that no sign of abnormal grain growth is observed up till 120 s annealing at 500 °C. However, only one single grain, as shown in Fig. 8 (c), becomes unstable and starts to grow abnormally after 5 min. It is of interest to note that it is the only one single grain in the whole area indicating the onset of abnormal grain growth. At longer time, Fig. 8 (d), abnormal grain growth is more clearly seen.

Fig. 7. Microstructure of the 3 pass deformed samples after annealing. (a) 30 s and (b) 18 h at 350 °C, (c) 30 sec and (d) 18h at 420 °C.

Fig. 8. Microstructural evolution of the 3 pass deformed samples at 500 °C for (a) 30 (b) 120, (c) 300 and (d) 600 sec.
Distribution of second phase particles in the sample with three passes ECAP and annealing at 500 °C for 1 hr is shown in Fig. 9. In comparison to the distribution of particles in the initial state shown in Fig. 1, it is clear that application of annealing has resulted in dissolution of second phase particles. It is generally known that a very large grain always grows more slowly than the average grains relative to the grain assembly and will eventually re-join the normal size distribution [23]. In addition, a dispersion of second-phase particles, which definitely exist in the AlMg0.7Si alloy [24], will prevent growth above the limiting grain size. However, at high temperatures, e.g., 500 °C, these particles may dissolve as shown in Fig. 9 in comparison to Fig. 1 [25]. The dissolution of these particles does not occur at once and overall. Therefore, some regions of the materials may be locally evacuated of the particles which can provide the possibility of sudden growth of some grains indicated by abnormal grain growth.

4. CONCLUSIONS

AlMg0.7Si aluminium alloy was deformed up to three passes using equal channel angular pressing (ECAP), aiming at producing ultrafine grained structure. Microstructural stability of the samples was investigated at temperatures between 300-500 °C. According to the results of the current investigation, the following conclusions were made;

1. Formation of ultra-fine grain structure in AlMg0.7Si alloy after three passes of ECAP was demonstrated.
2. The structure was unstable during annealing at temperatures higher than 300 °C and indicated a great desire towards recrystallization.
3. When the annealing temperature was increased to 500 °C, the structure becomes highly unstable and abnormal grain growth occurred even if the treatment was performed for a relatively short period of time, e.g., 300 s.
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